
Discover the Exciting World of the New Guard
17 Cherub Series by Robert Muchamore
Are you a fan of thrilling young adult novels that keep you on the edge of your
seat? Look no further than the New Guard 17 Cherub series by renowned author
Robert Muchamore! This captivating series takes readers on a wild adventure
filled with danger, action, and twists you won't see coming. In this article, we will
delve into the heart-pounding world of New Guard 17 Cherub, discussing its
origins, key characters, and why it has become a favorite among readers of all
ages.

Origins of New Guard 17 Cherub

New Guard 17 Cherub is the latest installment in the Cherub series, a popular
book series created by Robert Muchamore. The first book, "The Recruit," was
published in 2004 and instantly gained massive popularity among young adult
readers. The series is set in a fictional organization called Cherub, which recruits
orphaned children and trains them as undercover agents to combat terrorism and
other threats.

As the series progressed, it gained a loyal following of readers who were
captivated by the intense plotlines, relatable characters, and the rollercoaster of
emotions that the books evoked. New Guard 17 Cherub is the final book in the
series, and fans eagerly awaited its release to uncover the fates of their beloved
characters.
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The Key Characters of New Guard 17 Cherub

New Guard 17 Cherub introduces a diverse cast of compelling characters, each
with their own unique personality and story. Here are the key characters that
make this series truly unforgettable:

James Adams

James is the protagonist of the Cherub series and the ultimate hero. He is a
highly skilled agent who always puts the mission first. We follow James as he
goes through intense training, emotionally challenging missions, and the ups and
downs of teenage life.

Kerry Chang

Kerry is James' closest friend and partner throughout the series. She is skilled in
martial arts and is easily one of the toughest agents in Cherub. Kerry's loyalty,
bravery, and compassion make her a fan favorite.

Amy Collins

Amy is another key character who plays a significant role in New Guard 17
Cherub. She is a talented hacker who can infiltrate the most secure systems.
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Amy's wits and intelligence bring a fresh and exciting element to the series.

Other Memorable Characters

Besides the main characters mentioned above, New Guard 17 Cherub is filled
with memorable supporting characters, including agents, trainers, and villains.
Each character adds depth and complexity to the story, making it even more
immersive and compelling.

Why New Guard 17 Cherub is a Must-Read

Still not convinced why you should dive into the world of New Guard 17 Cherub?
Here are some reasons why this series is a must-read for book lovers of all ages:

Riveting Plot

With each book in the series, Robert Muchamore expertly weaves a thrilling plot
that keeps readers hooked from beginning to end. New Guard 17 Cherub is no
exception, promising non-stop action, suspenseful twists, and heart-pounding
moments that will leave you breathless.

Believable Characters

The characters in New Guard 17 Cherub are not mere heroes with superpowers
but relatable individuals facing real-life challenges. Their fears, dreams, and
struggles make them genuinely human, allowing readers to connect with them on
a deep level.

Themes of Friendship and Loyalty

The Cherub series explores the value of friendship and loyalty throughout its
pages. James, Kerry, and their friends face countless hardships together,
emphasizing the strength of their bond and the power of unwavering loyalty.



Thought-Provoking Messages

Beyond the action and adventure, New Guard 17 Cherub delivers profound
messages about the importance of making moral choices, doing the right thing,
and the impact one person can make in the world. These messages resonate
with readers of all ages and leave a lasting impression.

It's time to embark on an unforgettable journey with New Guard 17 Cherub by
Robert Muchamore. This riveting series will transport you to a world of espionage,
danger, and bravery. The compelling plotlines, relatable characters, and thought-
provoking messages make this series an absolute must-read. So, what are you
waiting for? Grab your copy and prepare for an adventure like no other!
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James Adams returns in the last ever book in the number one bestselling
CHERUB series.

'Crackling tension and high-octane drama' Daily Mail
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Ryan Sharma is a CHERUB agent. Working undercover, he can slip under adult
radar and get information that sends criminals and terrorists to jail.

Now he's investigating a double kidnapping, working with mission controller and
old guard, James Adams.

In the mission to end all missions, Ryan and James must assemble a team of
legendary CHERUB agents to find the hostages and bring them home ...

Don't miss the final and most exciting ever title in the bestselling CHERUB series.

For official purposes, these children do not exist.
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